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Introduction
“ Refreshingly Approachable” best reflects Woodfines’
style of working. We recognise that clients want clear,
concise and practical advice to help them deal with the
many problems encountered in their business lives.
Our approach is to be available when you really need
us and to provide you with useful information on
a regular basis.
We are down-to-earth lawyers with plenty of experience
in representing people exactly like you. We have an
excellent reputation and are recognised nationally for
our quality of service.
When you work with us you will benefit from our
understanding of the Road Transport & Logistics Sector.

We recognise that our clients need to ensure
compliance before problems arise – prevention is
always better than cure. We understand how transport
and logistics businesses depend on proper training of
staff, good management systems and up-to-date legal
knowledge to avoid pitfalls.
We also know that our clients need our help when
something goes wrong, such as an investigation,
a court hearing, or a public inquiry before
a Traffic Commissioner.
This is what we provide:
l Licensing advice
l Environmental and health and safety advice
l Assistance with inquiries and investigations
l Representation in courts and other tribunals.
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Operational Issues
Your operator’s licence – one of the
most important things you have!
We can:
l Advise you how best to organise systems

to ensure compliance
l Audit your existing systems and advise how they

can be improved.

Health and safety is an important issue for
all transport and logistics businesses.
We support Clients by:
l Carrying out risk assessments
l Preparing road risk policies
l Drafting procedure manuals
l Preparing driver’s handbooks.

No matter what system you employ it needs to be
regularly updated in the light of changes to operating
circumstances or conditions. Attention to detail in
this area has always been important. The Corporate
Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007 has
heightened pressures on business in this respect.
No system can cater for every eventuality. The
formulation of a proper policy which covers all the
work you do and the regular revision of it, is the best
way of reducing the risk of a serious or fatal accident
and the consequent court appearances and penalties
which follow. The 2007 Act also incorporates provisions
requiring a convicted company to publish details of
that conviction in the press. This can have serious
consequences for your reputation.
Road risk policies also have the potential advantage
of reducing your insurance premiums because insurers
welcome businesses which implement such systems.
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Regulation Issues
We can:

Road Transport and Road Traffic support includes:

l Be there with you if you have any problems with

l Drivers’ hours

enforcement agencies by attending interviews with
you and protecting your best interests
l Help you prepare if you are called to public inquiry

before a Traffic Commissioner and ensure that you
are represented by one of our experienced advocates
l Deal with any further hearings which may be

necessary – including appeals.

Investigations by
Enforcement Agencies
We have many years experience in successfully
looking after our clients’ best interests when they are
subjected to investigation by one or more of the many
enforcement agencies in this sector.
We have acted for clients regarding
investigations by:
l DVSA (VOSA)
l HMRC
l Trading Standards
l Health & Safety Executive
l Environment Agency
l Local Authorities
l Food Standards Agency
l Border Force
l The Police.

Our experience ranges from dealing with complex
criminal matters such as serious fraud and business
crime, to the carriage of radioactive material, the
presence of contaminated soils at operating centres
and tax investigations involving the use of illegal fuel.

l Speeding
l Excess weight
l Maintenance issues
l Driving licences
l Construction and use offences
l Unlawful cabotage.

Court and Tribunal Hearings
If you are unlucky enough to find yourself facing
a hearing it is essential you are represented by someone
who knows what they are doing and who has dealt with
similar cases before in the courts or tribunals in which
you might appear.
Our Solicitor Advocates have an excellent reputation,
rights to appear in the higher courts and have
represented clients in every part of the UK. Our
experience includes representing clients before the
highest court of all (what is now called the Supreme
Court) and we have one of the few Solicitor Advocate
QCs in the country.
We remain on the Complex Crime Panel of the Legal
Services Commission (the body which administers legal
aid). This means we have been independently assessed
as being one of the relatively small number of solicitors
deemed capable of dealing with complicated cases often involving many thousands of pages of evidence.
So, if your company or staff are prosecuted and have to
appear before any court or tribunal we can prepare your
case, advise and represent you.
We are members of the RHA, FTA and CPT so are
closely in tune with the important transport issues
of the day.

On the criminal front we have represented clients
charged with offences ranging from murder and serious
fraud, to drink drive offences.
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Employment

WESS - Woodfines Employer
Support Service

We recognise that running a transport and logistics
business means having to adhere to an abundance
of specific regulations, from both the UK and EU
governments. As employers, there is a formidable
amount of employment law rules and procedures with
which you must also ensure compliance.

WESS is a bespoke retained employment law service
that can be designed to suit your business needs
through fixed term agreements with pre-agreed costs.
Part of the service includes a full initial review, ongoing
annual revisions of existing contracts and employment
law compliance checks.

Keeping on top of all the regulations is a challenge.
Woodfines Employment team can ensure you maintain
focus on your core business by assisting you with
a range of services which include:
l Contracts of employment and employee benefits
l Preparation of company policies and handbooks
l Advising on any change in working patterns,

restructuring or redundancy
l Any disciplinary or grievances issues with employees
l Transfer of undertakings (TUPE).
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Company Commercial
Our services
Although there are similarities between all transport and
logistics businesses, our specialist commercial team
understands that all businesses are unique. We have
experience of working with businesses of all types,
assisting them with contractual matters and helping
them to realise their growth potential

Our company commercial team is able
to assist with the following:

As well as being able to advise on the technical aspects
of your business we also aim to nurture and grow our
client relationships by providing proactive and pragmatic
advice to clients. As a result, clients view us as more
than just lawyers and see us as business advisors and
confidants who help them realise their ambitions.

l Franchises

Our team has experience in dealing with complex
acquisitions and disposals including transactions with
international elements. Clients appreciate the high level
of technical advice and care provided at rates which
compare favourably to larger firms.

l Acquisitions, sales and mergers
l Business start-ups
l Re-organisations

l IT and e-commerce
l Partnership agreements
l Shareholder agreements
l Contractual agreements
l Intellectual property.
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Company Litigation
We can help you with:
Most businesses will experience a commercial dispute
during their lifetime ranging from a fallout with a
business partner, or major supplier, to being sued for
breach of contract. Woodfines’ Commercial Litigation
team is used to acting on a variety of disputes and
understand that they can result in substantial disruption
and cost to your business.
We therefore aim to resolve disputes by negotiation
before they reach the court system, resulting in lower
costs and quicker resolutions. However, where this
is not possible, we are able to represent you at court
or tribunal level.
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l Debt recovery
l Resolution of contractual disputes
l Disputes concerning carriage of goods and liens
l Property ownership and maintenance disputes
l Insurance disputes
l Personal injury claims against your business
l Corporate manslaughter charges.

Commercial Property
We are able to help with:
We have one of the region’s leading commercial
property teams providing legal advice as wide ranging
as our clients’ needs. We have experience of dealing
with transactions of various sizes, advising on complex
and large scale property transactions, including
acquisitions and disposals, joint ventures, property
development and funding work.
From our experience of dealing with many transport
and logistics businesses we are able to understand the
nature of your property queries in a business context.
We regularly advise on environmental issues such as
contamination, asbestos and waste licences.

l Buying, selling and leasing of all types

of commercial property
l Raising finance, loans and securities
l Planning advice, applications and appeals
l Development work, site assembly, building leases
l Business sale and purchase of going concerns
l Latest legislation and VAT on property
l Lease renewals, notices to quit and court

applications under Landlord and Tenant Acts
l Licensing in connection with acquisitions and

disposals of licensed premises.
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What others say about Woodfines
“ The team at Woodfines are simply the best at what they do otherwise we would not have used them for
the past 24 years. They have been particularly helpful when it comes to providing advice on employment,
transport and VOSA related issues.”
Steve Pierce
Co-owner
S&J Pierce Transport
“ As a global logistics provider, we require legal advice in a number of areas such as trading, property advice,
accountancy and personnel. Woodfines have tailored their approach to meet our needs over the years and
continue to provide us with excellent service.”
Robert Cousins
Finance Controller
GEODIS UK LTD
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